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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

for the 

Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy 

MDIUM DRAG OF THE CHANCE VOUGHT x~8u-1 AIRPLANE AS 

D=ZNED FROM THE FLIGHT TEST OF A O.ll-SCALE 

ROCKET-BOOSTED MODEL AT MACH NUMBERS 

BETKEEN 0.73 AND 1.71 

TED NO. NACA DE 392' 

By Earl Co Hastings, Jr. 

SUMMARY 

Drag data obtained from the flight of a O.ll-scale rocket-boosted 
model of the Chance Vought xF~u-1 airplane are presented herein. The 
Mach number range of the test was from 0.73 to le710 

Between Mach nux&ers of 0.73 and 0,gO the external.-drag coefficient 
has a value of 0.017. The drag rise occurred at a Mach number of 0.93 
and between Mach numbers of 1.05 and lo71j the external-drag coefficient 
is constant at a value bf 0.035. The transonic trim change was small 
for this model, with the center-of-gravity location at 6.56 percent of 
the mean aerodynamic chord. 

INTRODUCTION 

The test reported herein is the last phase of a program conducted 
by the Pilotless Aircraft Research Division to determine the low-lift 
drag of the Chance Vought XF~U-1 airplane. Tests of two early versions 
of this airplane are reported in reference 1 and a test of an area-rule 
version, with a faired inlet, is reported in reference 2. The entire 
program was conducted at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, 
Department of the Navy. 

utarCtAsslagaf t -_--- ~-- -~ . 
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The Chance Vought XF~U-1 is a jet-propelled, swept-wing day fighter, 
with an all-movable horizontal tail and variable incidence wing. The 
duct inlet is an underslung scoop located near the nose and the fuselage 
cross section is developed on the supersonic-area-rule principle (11 = 1.2). 

This paper presents the minimum-drag data obtained from the flight 
test of a O.ll-scale rocket-boosted model of this configuration up to a 
Mach nu&er near 1.7. 

SYHBOIS 

A 

a2/g 

a-,lg 

E 

% 

CD 

CliJ 

H 

f; 

Y 

2 

11 

m m. I 

P static pressure, lb/sq ft 

cross-sectional area, sq ft 

longitudinal-accelerometer reading 

normal-accelerometer reading 

mean aerodynamic chord, ft 

chord-force coefficient, positive in rearward direction, 
“2 17 

-gsq 0 
Drag drag coefficient, - 

ss 

normal-force coefficient, positive toward top of model, 
an 17 -- 

( ) g sq 
total pressure, lb/sq ft 

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 

ratio of specific heats 

length, ft 

I\lach number 

ratio of mass flow through duct to mass flow through a 
stream tube of area equal to inlet-capture area under 
free-stress conditions 
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9 o dynsmic pressure, lb/sq ft 

R Reynolds number based on mean aerodynsmic chord of basic wing 
00 0 OQ r radius, ft 
oe 

," S model wing area (total wing without chord extensions), sq ft 

v velocity of model, ft/sec 

w weight of model, lb 

X station measured from nose, ft 

Subscripts: 

b model base 

C choking-cup base 

e duct exit 

i duct inlet (capture) 

0 

tot 

free stream 

total drag 

base base drag 

int internal drag 

ext external drag 

MODEL AND APPARA!TUS 

Model 

Figure 1 shows a three-view drawing of the model and the physic&l. 
characteristics are presented in table I. The equivalent body of revo- 
lution and the normal-cross-sectional-area distribution are shown in 
figure 2, and a photograph of the model is presented in figure 3. 

The raodel was similar in construction to the model described in 
reference 2, with the exception of the underslung scoop inlet and inter- 
nal ducting. This ducting consisted of a single duct tube extending the 
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length of the model with a choking cup installed at the duct exit in 
order to obtain a minimura section. A slotted total-pressure rake was 
installed at this minimum section to obtain data necessary to compute 
internal drag at supersonic speeds. A sketch of this installation is 
included in figure 1. 

Because of the limited nu&er of telemeter channels available for 
this test, the static pressure on the base of the choking cup was not 
Keasured. However, since the cup was similar in shape to the one dis- 
cussed in reference 3 (on wQich the static base pressure of the cup was 
IEeasured) these data were considered to be applicable to the test reported 
herein. 

Four static-pressure orifices were located on the base of the model 
itself and xranifolded together to give an average value of static pressure 
over the base of the model. These orifices were spaced 90' apart and 
located 0.5 inch from the edge of the base. 

The node1 was boosted to a Mach number of 1-n by two 6.25-inch 
ADL Deacon rocket notors. After the rocket aotors had stopped thrusting, 
the lzodel separated from the booster and the data presented herein were 
obtained during this coasting phase of the flight. Figure 4 is a photo- 
graph of the model-booster cotiination prior to launching. 

Apparatus 

Instrumentation of the model consisted of a telemeter system which 
measured data during the flight and transmitted it to a ground receiving 
station. The quantities measured for analysis were longitudinal and 
normal accelerations, base static pressure, and total pressures in free 
stream and at the duct exit. 

A ralrinsonde released at the time of firing recorded free-stream 
terzperature, static pressure, and winds aloft. The velocity of the model 
and its position in space were determined by a CW Doppler radar set and 
NACA rzodified radar tracking unit, respectively. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The drag and normal-force-coefficient data presented herein are 
based on the total wing area of the model without leading-edge extensions. 
Since the angle of attack of the model was smsll, the chord-force coeffi- 
zients neasured were considered to be constant with angle of attack and 
numerically equal to the minimum-drag coefficient for this test. 

-~- _..._ ..~ _~ _._^ -. - ~---.- .~_ - _~ .__- -- 
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The Doppler radar set was also used to obtain total-drag data through 
a portion of the flight test. This method consists essentially of differ- 
entiating the velocity with respect to time and computing the drag from 
the acceleration thus obtained. Reference 1 discusses this method of 

0 ,o drag reduction in more detail. 

The external-drag coefficient CD for the model was determined 
ext 

by subtracting the total-base-drag coefficient 
% 

and the internal- 
ase 

drag coefficient CD 
int 

from the faired curve of total-drag coefficient. 

The total base drag of the model is the sum of the base drag of the 
choking cup and the base drag of the model itself. The base-pressure 
coefficient of the choking cup was assumed to be the same as that 
obtained and presented by reference 3, since the cups were similar in 
shape. Average values of static pressure over the base of the model 
(as obtained from the four manifolded static orifices) were used to 
obtain the base drag of the model. Base-drag coefficients were then 
computed by the following equation: 

'%ase 
=[-(pb - po)(MoJel base area! + [-(pc - p,)(Chozng-cup base area, 

-L 
Reference 4 presents the method of data reduction used to determine 

the internal drag of the model. This method consists essenti&Ly of 
determining the loss in total, momentum of the air flowing through the 
duct between free stream and exit. The equation used for internaL-drag 
coefficient is as follows: 

cDint = $$j - g(z)’ - k$?l 
Because of the limited number of channels available for this test 

it was not possible to measure all of the quantities necessary at the 
duct exit. However, by choking the duct at this station a Mach number 
of 1.0 was assumed at the exit for free-stream Mach numbers greater 
than 1.0. The slotted total-pressure rake mounted near the choking 
section then supplied all the necessary conditions to satisfy the above 
equation at free-stream Mach numbers greater than 1.0. 

Since the inlet was not operating at maximum mass-flow rates, there 
is some drag due to spillage included in the values of external drag 
presented herein. However, it is believed that the drag due to spillage 
7~~s small because of the high mass-flow ratios of the test. 

._ I __^.. ._ -_ ~.. __--_ _ ~_~ -.. .._ ._ 
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A comparison between the two sources of Mach number from this test 
(telemeter and Doppler radar) in the range from 0.73 to 0.90 indicates 
agreement within 2 percent. From l-05 to 1.71 the agreement between 
these two sets of Mach number values was better than 1 percent, 

The accuracy of the total-drag values is indicated (by a comparison 
of the two sources of data) to be of the order of 0.0015 between Mach 
numbers of 1.03 and 1.n. At subsonic Mach numbers the drag values pre- 
sented are believed to be correct within 0.0030. This order of agree- 
ment with comparative data at subsonic speeds is indicated by the compar- 
isons presented in references 2 and 5. 

RESullcS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 5 presents the Reynolds number range covered by this test. 
These values were based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the tot&l wing. 

Duct Performance 

Shown in figure 6 are the mass-flow ratio m/m, and total-pressure 
recovery He/Ho of the duct obtained during this test. By assuming 
that the static pressure at the duct exit was equal to the static pres- 
sure measured on the base of the model, it was possible to estimate val- 
ues of m/m, at Mach numbers less than 1.0. These estimates are shown 
by the dashed line in figure 6. 

From M = 0.73 to M = 0.98, m/ma has a constant value of 0.81. 
The mass-flow ratio increases from a value of 0.79 at M = 1.01 to 0.95 
at M = l,?l. 

Values of duct total-pressure recovery show a constant value of 1.0 
from M = 0.73 to M = 1.20. This is followed by a decrease in He/Ho 
to a value of 0.90 at M = 1.n. Reference 6 presents the results of 
tests conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic tunnel with a model 
of this configuration with various nose and lip shapes. Total-pressure- 
recovery data have been taken from this reference for the applicable 
nose and lip shape and are presented at flight m/ma for comparison in 
figure 6. These values sholr good agreement with the rocket-model data 
at Mach numbers of 0.9, 1.3, 1.5, and le7. 
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Values of trim normal-force coefficient, cNtrim9 for the Mach 
range from 0.73 to 1.71 are shown in figure 7- These values were 
obtained with the model center of gravity located at 6.56 percent of 
the mean aerodynamic chord. The transonic trim change of the model with 
this center-of-gravity location was small, varying from CNtrFm = -0.102 
at &I = 0.90 to a value of CN 

trim 
= -0.050 at M = 0.99. 

Total. Drag 

As mentioned previously in this paper, the total-drag coefficient 

cDtot 
was determined during this flight test from telemeter values of 

longitudinal acceleration and from the Doppler radar unit., Values 
of c Dtot 

fromboth of these sources are plotted for a comparison in 

figure 8 and include internal- and base-drag coefficients. Although no 
drag data were obtained from the Doppler radar below M = 1.03 the 
agreement between the two sources of data from M = 1.03 to M = 1.63 
is considered very good. 

Internal and Base Drag 

Figure 9 presents the variation of internal-drag coefficient CDint 
and the base-drag coefficient C 

% 
with Mach number. The internal- 

ase 
drag coefficient is small, having a maximum value of 0.001 at M = 1*710 
Belot7 M = 1.29, the values of CD 

in-t 
are within the accuracy of the 

measurements and are considered to be zero from M = 0.73 to M = l-29. 
Base-drag-coefficient increases with increasing Mach number from a value 
of -0.0005 at M = 0.93 Lo 0.004 at M = l-33., This is followed by a 
decrease in base drag to a value of 0.0023 at M = 1,7l. 

External Drag 

The external-drag coefficient CD& (CDext = Qtot - CDtit - Csase) 
is presented as a function of Mach number in figure 10. As discussed ' 
earlier in this paper, the effect of spillage drag on these values 
Of cDext is considered to be negligible because of the high mass-flow 
ratios at which this test was conducted (fig. 6), From M = 0.73 to 
M = 0.90 the external-drag coefficient is constsnt at 0.017., and the 
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drag rise 
( 
based on dcD _ - - 0.10 

dM 
begins at M = O,g5. From M = 1.05 

to M = 1.n the drag level is O-035- 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the flight test of a O-11-scale rocket-boosted model of the 
Chance Vought XF~U-1 airplane at Mach numbers between 0.73 and 1.71 the 
following conclusions are indicated: 

1. The external-drag coefficient CDeti had a subsonic level 

of 0.017. The drag rise 
( 

dcD _ based on dM - 0.10 
) 

occurred at a Mach num- 
ber of 0.93. At supersonic Mach number the drag level was 0.035. 

2. The transonic trim change was small for the model with the 
center-of-gravity location at 6.56 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va,, February 29, 1956. 

Earl C. Hastings, Jr. 
Aeronautical Research Scientist 

tless Aircraft Research Division 

_ . . . .  - -_ - .  ~. I . _  - -  ~~-.- I  .~ .  - - - - -  
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TABLE I 

PHYSICAL CHABACTEHISTICS OF O.ll-SCALE MODEL 

am Wing: 
: : Total area (excluding chord extensions), sq ft . . . . . . 

Total area (including chord extensions), sq ft . . . . . . 
Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord (excluding chord extensions), ft . 
Incidence angle, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dihedral angle, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sweepback (quarter-chord line), deg . . . . . . . . . . . 
Airfoil section at root, parallel to free-stream direction 
Airfoil section at tip, parallel to free-stream directiop 
Taperratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
span,ft.... 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . 

NACA RM sL56clg 

. . . . . 4.53 

. . . . 0 4.66 
0 . . . . 3.40 
0 . . . . 1.29 

. . . . . -1 

. 0 . . . 

. . . . . 2 

. . . NA~A 65~006 

. . . NACA 65~005 
0 . . . . 0.25 
0 . . . 0 3.92 

Horizontal Tail: 
Total area, sq ft ......... 
Aspect ratio ............ 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ..... 
Incidence angle, deg ........ 
Dihedralangle,deg ........ 
Sweepback (quarter-chord line), deg 
Airfoil section at root ...... 
Airfoil section at tip ....... 
Taper ratio ............ 
Span,ft .............. 

................ 

............... a 

................ 

................ 

................ 

................ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  NACA 
.............. NACA 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

1.14 
3.5 

0*7J- 

5; 

65~006 
65~004 

0.15 
1.99 

Vertical Tail (extended to horizontal-tail center line and not 
including dorsal fin): 
Area,sqft.. .......................... 1.32 
Aspectratio ............................ 1.50 
Meanaerodynamic chord, f-t. .................... 1.05 
Sweepback (quarter-chord line), deg ................ 45 
Airfoil section at water line 3.02 inches above fuselage reference 

line .............................. NACA 65AOO6 
Airfoil section at tip .... .J. ......... .' ..... NACA 65AOO4 
Taperratio ............................ 0.25 
Span,ft.. ............................ 1.41 

Duct : 
Inlet capture area, sqft ..................... 0.051 
Exitarea,sqft .......................... 0.041 
Choking-cup base area, sq ft .............. .-. .... 0.010 

Weight and Balance: 
Weight, lb ............................. 158.50 
Wing loading, lb/sqft ....................... 
Center-of-gravity location, percent i! ............... 
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(not to scale) 
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Figure l.- Three-view drawing of model showing model design dimensions 
in inches. 
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(b) Normal-cross-sectional-area distribution. 

Figure 2.- Equivalent body of revolution and normal-cross-sectional-area 
distribution of the model. 
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Photograph of the model-booster combination prior to launching. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the minimum drag of the Chance Vought XF~U-1 
airplane as deternined with a O.ll-scale rocket-boosted model in free 
flight. Minimum-drag data are presented between Mach numbers of 0.73 
and 1*71- 
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